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We all are continuously working under the huge pressure and publication activities are sometimes understood as a thing which actually bother us at least little bit. Sometimes we prefer laboratory work to writing papers, articles and so on. Nonetheless, we have to know that sharing new information is the crucial result of each scientific activity. It is very important to understand that especially young scientific workers have to be able not only do their own scientific projects but also publish particular and overall results in the form which is generally required. It is not too simple to summarize information into the short text and provide all information to readers which are not involved in the particular project.

The Journal of Defence Management is just the place you all can start your publication activities. There are a lot of experienced people including scientific workers and university teachers who are able to provide you essential support. You can believe me that the system of each paper evaluation is very well elaborated and each author is motivated for publishing new knowledge within the time of processing.

In publication activities is also very important to use literature and other authorized sources. The Journal of Defence Management provides all paper which were corrected and disputed. Within publication in this journal it is very useful to use papers which have been published in the same magazine I recent time. If you do it you would have the huge certainty that you will be in a right scope of the journal.

In the end I would like to wish all scientific workers and our readers a very nice holiday and a lot of inventive ideas. If you have time you should not remember to use the Internet and visit the website of the Journal of Defence Management. Maybe you find motivational papers or some articles you can evaluate as a good beginning of the potential mutual cooperation among your working place.
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